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MONITOR FEASIBILITY STUDY* 

Graham Campbell, Donald Zurlinden, Douglas Brainard, 
and Harold Hanerfeld 

· Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Uni'versity of California 

Berkeley, California 

July-1960 ~ 

INTRODUCTION 

Soon after we began to use our IBM 7 04 it was apparent that we had 
underestimated the amount of machine time needed by the Laboratory. 
Although we could get by at first, very soon all available machine time 
was being used. 

This prompted two moves--the first was. to advance the arrival time 
for the IBM 709, and the second was to take a long look at the efficiency 

. with which we were using the 704. · 

A committee consisting of Graham Campbell, Donald Zurlinden, 
Douglas Brainard, and Harold Hanerfeld was asked to determine tihe 
advisability of using a Monitor System with our 7 09. 

The committee established that (a) the amount of machine time 
requested is greater than what will be available for much of next year, 
(b) about 20o/o of the currently available machine time is being wasted by 

. programmers who run their own programs, and (c) many of our programs 
can be run under a monitor system. 

Other facts to be considered are~ FORTRAN for our 709 exists only 
as part of the FORTRAN Monitor, also .709 SHARE subroutines will mostly 
be in SQUOZE, to be used with the Share Operating System (SOS) Monitor. 
Since both FORTRAN and SHARE subroutines are essential to operation of 
the 709 it seems that use of FORTRAN Monitor and SOS is to a large extent 
unavoidable and, in fact, very desirable. 

In view of the above we will use both the FORTRAN Monitor and 
SOS on our 709. SOS is being enlarged by SHARE to include FORTRAN. 
When that :is complete we wiH probably use SOS exclusively. 

!l:C 
This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy 

Commission. 
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· DEFINITION OF MONITOR 

A Monitor Routine is defined as a routine that exercises supervisory 
control over some other program or collection of programs. It is also 
called executive routine, master routine; When the coLlection of routines 
comprises all those normally used in the operation of a computer, the 
monitor routine is called an automatic operating routine and the entire 
collection is called an operating system. 

LIST OF 709 MONITORS 

The following 709 monitors were known by the committee 

I SHARE Monitor (MOCK DONALD), used with SOS 

II IB Monitor, used with SOS 

III FORTRAN Monitor 

IV North American Monitor 

V Pfui11Iij:rs Petroleum Monitor 

VI Douglas -Demon 

A brief description of each is given in Appendix I. 
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OUTLINE OF THE EXPECTED USE OF THE COMPUTER 

We· have attempted to answer two. questions: Will the available 
machine time be as much as the requested machine time? Is the nature of 
our programs such that they can be run under a monitor? 

Period 

From 

11/59 

7/60 

10/60 

To 

'7/60 

10/60 

7/61 

1/62 

Analysis of available computer time 

Table I 

Available Computer tirr{e(hours per month) 

Machine 

704 

704 

709 

704 

709 

Available time 

minimum maximum 

500 500 

500 500 

17 3 173 

673 6.7 3 

330 500 

720 720 

1050 1220 

Usable machine time 

minimum maximum 

469 '469 

469. 469 

156 156 

625 625 

300 469 

648 648 

948 1117 

The usable machine time is an approximation which takes into account 
such things as preventive maintenance and computer down time. On this 
basis 10% time loss is to be expected. However, the above time schedules 
do not take into account programmer-wasted machine time, which will be 
shown to be about 20%. 

Programmer~wasted machine time is that in which the computer is 
idle during or between programs. It includes time spent iri debugging at 
the console, setup, programmed stops, changing program decks, etc. 

We cannot be certain at present how much 704 time will actually be 
available. We believe that we will continue to have about 500 hours per 
month, but because of increased utilization of the computer by depa·rtments 
on the campus this will gradually be cut back within the next year to 330 
hours per month. 
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The estimates of expected co:rpputer use are as follows. 

Group 7/60 through 6/61 7/61 through 6/62 

Alvar·ez 255 425 

Powell 85 170 

Theoretical "70 95 

Other Physics 90 125 

Chemistry 120 170 

Other 40 55 

Total 660 Total" 1040 

·If the above estimates are compared with the usable machine time 
(Table I) it is seen that machine time from July to October of 1960 will be 
very tight. From October 1960 we can expect machine time to be easier 
but tightening up toward July 1961. From July 1961 onward there appears 
to be a shortage of machine time. 

If past experience is to be relied on, the estimates of machine time 
desired by all the groups will be about 20o/o too low. In addition, if the 
estimates of expected computer use do not include programmer-wasted 
machine time, and if we continue to waste machine time in the same way as 
is current, we must increase the estimates by another 20%. 

Therefore under the worst possible set of circumstances we would need 
40% more machine time than expected. This means a total of 924 hr/mo 
for 7/60-6/61 and 1456 hr/mo for 7/61-6/62. , .. 

It is evident that we are not set up for operation under the worst 
conditions. 

Adaptability of Radiation Laboratory programs to a monitor 

Two questions arise when we consider a monitor: Are the programs 
of such a nature that they can be run with a monitor? Will we really save 
machine time by using a monitor? 

A problem connected with the use of a Monitor System is that the 
programmer does not have the facilities of the entire computer at his 
disposal. Monitors, being programs, also use memory space, tape units, 
sense switbhes, etc. Therefore, those programs that require most of the 
facilities of the computer are not readily adaptable to a monitor system. 

In order to help us answer the question whether Radiation Laboratory 
programs could be run by a monitor, we distributed a questionnaire to all 
users of the 704 computer. The following is a summary of the 27 replies 

· received. 

II 
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% of th~ progr.ams using: 
FORTRAN 

SAP 

0-blank tapes 

1 -blank .tapes 

2-blank tapes 

3-blank tapes 

4-blank tapes 

5-blank tapes 

10-blank tapes 

~ 7-

Programs which use more than 3/4 core 

Pl:"ograms which use less than 3/4 core 

Programs. whiX:h·must .hav..e~:hm:,re than.:t3/4 core 

·Programs w.hic._!l;tal1' ge.t.by with .il.:es s ,than;;: ; 
. 3/4 c,ore 

Programs which use the on:-line printer 

Programs which use nonstandard equipment 

(e. g. use of non-SHARE control boa:ztds) 

57 

43 

25. 9' 

33.9 

14.8 

7.4 

7.4 

7.4 

3.7 

33 

67 

8 

92 

67 

4 
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The amount of machine time a monitor can save is proportional to the 
number of programs run. In other words. short machine shots waste 
proportio·nately more time than long .ones. To get a. better idea of the 
character of the machine shots we plotted several graphs (Appendix II) of 
number of machine shots vs. time. These graphs show that about 50% of the 
machine shots are less than an hour long and about 30o/o are less than 25 
minutes long. 

A table of Long Shots vs. Account No.(Table II)}s included in Appendix II. 
This table shows that very few account numbers involve the use of long shots. 

From these replies it appears that use of the on-line printer, sense 
switches, tapes which are used by the monitor system, and the mounting and 
dismounting of tapes are the only major inconsistencies with a monitor system. 

Since it is possible in: most cases to avoid these difficulties by a slight 
programming effort, mo·st problems can be written to be run with a monitor . 
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Efficiency of the current use of the 7 04 computer 

An argument in favor of the use of a monitor system is that there is 
very little machine time wasted.· To determine how much machine time 
was being wasted by our current mode of operation, we hooked up recording 
devices to the 7 04. 

The first device p;roduced a graph of time vs. machine idling· ("Ready" 
light on). Appendix III shows some of these graphs. We were surprised 
to learn from the graphs that the machine was often idle for 5 or 10 minutes 
at a time. Also there were many idle periods of shorter duration. · 

The second device was. a clock which accumulated machine idle time. 
The clock was read by the machine operators at appropriate times of the 
day, over ·a 3-week period. Graphs which summarize the results show 
that we are wasting about ZOo/a of our available machine time. 

There is wasted machine time that does not appear in the graphs. 
It occurs when an input-output unit has been selected but is not in the 

. "Ready" status. This waste is not easily measured; however, what we 
know about it indicates that more time is wasted than shown by the graphs. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

The preceding analysis has established the following: 

a. · There will be a shortage of usable machine time fOJr most of 
next year. 

b. ·A great deal of usable machine time is wasted by improper use 
of the computer. 

c. With few exceptions all jobs efficiently can be run on a monitor. 

d. We make extensive use of FORTRAN. 

e. We make extensive use of SHARE distributed programs.· 

The first three items listed above, together with the knowledge that ·use of 
a monitor will eliminate most of the wasted machine time, indicates that we 
should use a monitor with the 709. 

The last two items indicate that any monitors considered must be capable 
of compiling FORTRAN and assembling SHARE distributed 709 programs. 
The· FORTRAN Monlto)l" and SOS together satisfy these requirements. In 
fact, 709 FORTRAN is currently available only .. as part of the FORTRAN 
Monitor. However, efforts are being made by SHARE to include FORTRAN 
in SOS. 

~~ 
"· 



Recommendation:s 

The committee therefore recommends that this installation adopt the 
following policies with respect to the 709: 

a. All FORTRAN programs be run with the FORTRAN ~onit~r. 

b. All machine language programs. will be run within the SHA.RE 
Operating System or within the FORTRAN Monitor using FAP. 

I . 

c. Use of 704-709 simulation program to be terminated by 
March1961. 

d. Any exceptions must be approved by the director of the computer 
facilityo 
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APPENDIX 

I. SYNOPSIS OF. MONITQRS F9R TH~ 7 09 COMPUTER 

. . * 
SHARE monitor (MOCK-DONALD or MD) 

This monitor and the IB monitor discussed in Appendix II are designed 
for use with the SHARE Operating System (SOS). They, with SOS, provide 
extensive operating systems that allow monitored operation of the 7.09. 
They include many programming aids and retain sufficient flexibility of 
operations to allow most problems to be run within the system. . They do 
not. at present, include FORTRAN . 

. The utilization of the system and the execution of the programs is 
under control of the monitor, which essentially uses the rest of the system, 
and the programs to be run, as subroutines. The monitor controls loading 
of the appropriate system routines, loading of the programs to be run, 
tape assignments, and communication with the operator. 

sos 
The basic unit of SOS is an assembler. However SOS includes components 
which augment and supplement the assembler. Among these are routines 
for compiling, executing, listing, debugging and input-output. 

Particular features of SOS provide for: 

a. Making changes in symbolic form with little increase of machine 
time over the loading of binary punched cards. 

b. Listing debugging information in symbolic form, rather than 
. actual or machine language. 

c. The use of mnemonic operation codes (including a large group of 
pseudo -operations). 

d. Arbitrarily chosen location symbols. 

e. Relative and complex addressing. 

f. The definition of special purpose macro-instructions for use in 
a given program. 

* Since this report was written, SHARE and IBM have decided to discontinue 
the IB monitor. As a result, it will no longer be maintained and will not be 
a desirable monitor to use. 

• 
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Although SOS is in reality an integrated system, for convenience and 
easy reference it has been. divided into the following subsystems: 

The SHARE-Compiler-Assembler-Translator (SCAT). This subsystem has 
also, for convenience of discussion, been subdivided into three parts: 

The Debugging System 

The Input/ Output System 

The Monitor. 

SCAT 

Compiler 
Lister 
Modi!y and Load 

The three parts together perform all the functions associated with 
symbolic assembly. In addition, SCAT produced symbolic listings, performs 
all the mechnics of incorporating modifications into a program, and loads 
programs for execution. 

Compiler 

The Compiler performs the fi.rst part of the assembly of a symbolic 
source program. This consists of reading symbolic cards, translating the 
information contained in them into, and producing, a compact binary-coded
symbolic (SQUOZE) form of the program. This SQUOZE form of the pro
gram contains all the information supplied in the source program, including 
remarks cards, and comments from instruction cards. 

The SQUOZE deck concept gives SOS its great flexibility. The original 
symbolic output is greatly reduced in volume and rearranged for ease of 
processing without destroying the original symbolic information. When the 
program is loaded it is then converted to absolute binary programmmg at 
all times, since even in dumps the original symbolics can be reconstructed. 
It also aUows·tapes to be referred to symbolically and assigned at load time 
by the monitor, thereby reducing conflicts in progressing from one problem 
to the next. 

The SQUOZE deck produced by the Compiler may be used in either of 
two ways: 

a. It may be used with a symbolic deck and other SQUOZE decks as 
input to subsequent Compiler passes, and incorporated with the symbolic 
deck to form one SQUOZE program as output. This feature makes it . 
possible to write a program in parts and debug each part before combining 
them. 

b. It may be used as input to Modify and Load, which completes 
assembly and loads the program for execution. The compiler has several 
very powerful tools not available in old-fashioned assembly programs. The 
two most powerful of these new tools are the SQUOZE deck, which has al
ready been discussed, and the macro abilities. A macro is essentially a 
symbolic function. There are two calsses of macros, programmer defined 
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and system macros. Programmer macros are a sequence of instructions 
given by the programmer with a name associated and the symbols which 
may be varied indicated» (these may be anypart'of any instruction). The 
programmer then calls the.macro by name in his program and specifies 
the symbols which should be used for the variable symbols .. The compiler 
then expands this one card into· several instructions according to the skeleton 
definition and the current symbolic variables. System macros have a 
permanently defined skeleton as part of the compiler. Other features are 
recursive definitions of principal pseudo~ops, extensive listing controls, 
and library programs which can» at programmer option, be either completely 
or partially relativized and/or renamed for the programmer's convenience. 

Lister 

The SCAT Lister is in reality a part of the Modify and Load program. · 
However, the Lister is used by the Compiler as well as by Modify and Load. 

The Lister provides the counterpart of an assembly listing of a 
program. The listings produced include all the symbolic information, in
cluding remarks and comments, from the original source program deck as 
modified by subsequent changes, and the machine language program generated. 

Modify and Load 

Input to Modify and Load is a SQUOZE program and, when necessary, 
symbolic cards which indicate changes to be made in the program. Modify 
and Load complete~ the assembly of the assembly of the input, incorporates 
symbolic modifications {if included with the input) and loads the program 
into storage for execution. 

Modify and Load also provides the following features: 

l. A new SQUOZE program, which incorporates symbolic changes, 
can be prepared when desired. (A new listing of the program will also be 
prepared. } · · · 

2. An absolute binary deck can be punched from a SQUOZE program. 

3. A new listing of a program in SQUOZE form can be prepared when 
required . 

. The De bugging System 

The debugging system consists of a group of closed subroutines and 
their associated macro-instructions, which may be written into a program 
at strategic points. or included as program changes through Modify and 
Load. These subroutines provide the instructions necessary to print-out 
symbolic information which will aid in debugging. 

The Input/ output System 

The Input/ output System consists of a set of macro-instructions which 
cause the generation in a program of the instructions necessary for input 
and output conversion of several types. These include buffered tape-handling 
routines .. To make the most efficient use of the input-output capabilities of 

" 
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the 709 is a job that even the most experienced and capable programmer 
finds very difficult. The routines made available to the programmer provide 
an extremely sophisticated solution to this problem. 

These macro-instructions are a general purpose type and are intended 
to be interspersed with machine instructions as necessary to achieve special 
purpose input/ output for a given job. Two special features deserve mention . 
They are really subsystems of the input/ output system called the "trans" 
and the. "editors". 

Intran and Outran are used in conjunction with the Input and Output 
editors. If Intran and Outran are used they are called into core at execution 
time by the monitor. Since ML deals in symbolic information, the programmer 
does not have. to worry about storage allocation if he uses these. Intran 
either reads a binary tape prepared by the Input editor or 'actually does the 
input and conversion from BCD when the program is executed. Outran 
either transcribes binary output with flags to control the Output editor or 
does the actual conversion and outputting at execution time under ·programmer 
option. This i/o system is probably the most flexible that has ever been 
written for any machine. The editors are operative in ·Phase 1 and 3 of 
processing, the trans are operative 'in Phase 2. (See following discussion of 
the MD monitor). 

The Monitor 

The input to the monitor program consists of one or more ''job decks"· 
A job deck, as the term is used in this manual, is a program deck to be 
processed by SOS (symbolic, SQUOZE, or a combination of the two), to
gether with control cards to indicate the functions to be performed on the 
program, i.e., compile, list, load, etc. The processing of _each program 
is controlled by the monitor as ·specified in the control cards included in the 
deck. It determines the part of SOS required for the processing of the deck 
and loads. the required part. ·Control is then transferred to the processor 
loaded by the monitor. That program then processes input until the end of 
the job deck is re~ched, or a new control card is encountered, or an error 
occurs. When the end of the deck is reached or a new control card is 

. encountered, the monitor is reloaded into storag~ and the process is re- . 
peated. If an error occurs, the monitor will print a message indicating the 
error and will, if possible, continue the processing of the job. If it is not 
possible for the Monitor to continue, it will skip to the next job. 

Two monitors, MOCK DONALD (SHARE} and IB, are available for 
use with SOS. · A brief description of each follows. 
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MOCK DONALD Monitor 

The MD monitor (SHARE monitor) is a supervisory program written 
for use with the SOS system. 

In general the MD monitor. may be used to control the Input(!), . 
Execution (E), and Output (O).phases of programs under its control. The 
MD monitor may be thought of as having a parallel mode of operation (the 
IB monitor a sequential mode of operation) that is, each phase must be · 
completed before going to the next. 

The three basic phases of system operation are: 

Phase 1 ('!Input phase) 

a. System effects translation of symbolic program into SQUOZE. 

b. SQUOZE into machine language. 

c. Input data into form acceptable to .the object program. 

d. Dictionary and code are written on intermediary tape for use 
now or in other phases. 

Phase 2 (Execution) 

a .. Resetting. the communication region, 

b. Calling system programs requested by the object program. 

c. Leaves in core storage buffering routines, transmission 
. macros and Execution Coordination routines. 

Phase 3 (Output) 

a. Conversion of output data and debugging information. Four types 
of jobs may be processed by the monitor. These may be 
summarized by 

I-E- 0 

I-E 

E-0 

E 

Communications between programs and the MD monitor is through 
control card. The monitor recognizes two types of cbntrol cards: 

Type 1. Program control cards. This type pertains only to a 
specific program. 

Type 2. System control cards. This type gives information to the 
MDM governing the operation of a group of jobs. 

v 
' \. 
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Input Deck Make- Up 

Because the various components of the system perform their -functions 
sequentially there exist strict rules for the make-up of the input deck . 
These rules state the sequence which control cards~ blank cards and pro
gram ~ecks must be in. Successive jobs are _merely repetitions of these 
sequences. 

~rogrammer communication with the Monito:r 

Six character symbols are used for programmer ·communication with 
the monitor. The first three characters are SYS, the last three refer to 
locations to which reference ·is made. These locations are of four types: 

a. Control words for input-output units. 

b. System transfer points. 

c. System Data Cells for storage of key information. 

d. Entries to system routines available for programmer use. 

Availability of machine components during execution time 

a .. Availability of core storage depends on how much of the. system 
is put in use. The minimum storage used by the sy.stem is 
approximately 4900 decimal locations. The maximum is about 
16000 decimal locations. 

b. The on-line printer may only be used for giving the operator 
instructions. 

c.· All tapes except those designated as System tapes are available 
during execution phase. Some of the system tapes :inay be used 
by the programmer at executiontime. These include the 
peripheral printer and punch tape. 

Machine components NOT AVAILABLE to the programmer during 
the execution phase 

a. Core storage (as noted in a of the previous section) from decimal 
location 0000 through S YSORG. 

b. The three system tapes (except as noted in c of the previous 
section). 

c·. Sense switches 1 through 6. 

d. The M - Q entry keys. 
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IB Monitor 

The IB monitor may also be used with this system. It carries one 
partiCular job through all three phases before beginning the next job. It is 
only an intermediary monitor for the system and is restricted in its 
capabilities. It can call upon the compiler, specifying either ro~, column 
binary, or absolute decks are to be punched and whether or not SQUOZE 
decks are to be incorporated in the compilation. It can call upon the lister 
to prepare a, program listing of a SQUOZE deck. It can call upon Modify 
and Load to Uoaa ,with~~o.T .without modifications. It can use the Data 
Sentence Program (a .standard routine composed of routines of Intran) to 

. convert input data. And it accepts control cards to interrupt or half 
processing. It requires the on-line reader, printer and pu;nch, andfrom 
3 to 7 tape units. They are: 

A'l. System 

A 2. Off-line printer (needed only if used). 

A 3. Either input or intermediate storage if input is on-line. 

A 4. Library (only if used). 

A 5. Off-line punch (needed only if used). 

B L Working tape 

B 2. Working tape for output 

Under the iB Monitor, the following are not available to the programmer: 

a. Sense Switches 

b. MQ entry keys 

c. Tapes necessary for operation of system. 

The following are available for use only through the system: 

a .. On-line reader 

b. On-line printer 

c. On-line punch 

Tapes necessary for operation of the system can be used by the 
programmer only if he is certain that it will not disturb system operation 
(not recommended). 
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FORTRAN Monitor System 

The FORTRAN Monitor System consists of three basic programs: a 
Monitor, a Compiler, and an Assembler. The function of the monitor is 
to coordinate compiler and assembler pr.ocessing and simultaneously to 
provide means for initiating execution of object programs. Thus continuous 
machine operation is possible regardless of what combinations of source 
and object programs the machine encounters. 

-A series of FORTRAN or FAP (FORTRAN Assembly Program) source 
programs can be continuously cpmpiled and assembled without halts between 
processing individual programs, or a series of object programs may be 
continuously executed, again without halting between programs. A third 
possibility which allows continuous machine operation, is a mixture of 
source programs for compiling/ assembling and object programs for 
execution. Still a fourth possibility exists a single source program can 
be compiled, assembled, and executed with no machine halts between 
compiling/assembling and execution. From the programmer's point of view, 
this is equivalent to entering a source program into the machine as an object 
program. A fifth possibility allows continuous execution of a program, too 
large to fit into core storage, as a series of subsections .. called. links. 

Thus, the monitor is a supervisory program for FORTRAN. FAP, and 
object programs. It calls in the various system programs as needed. It is 
only necessary to inform the monitor what type of' processing is to be expected. 

FAP was created to provide a compromise between the convenience of 
a compiler and the flexibility of an assembler. Using FAP in conjunction 
with 709 FORTRAN in the IB FORTRAN Monitor, a programmer may code 
the major part of his program in FORTRAN, and code FAP subroutines 
to accomplish those parts of the programming task for which FORTRAN is 
not suitable. Alternatively, the programmer may code the major part of 
the program in FAP, using FORTRAN subroutines for certain computational 
and input-output operations. For those tasks which must be coded entirely 
in symbolic language, FAP may be'used to produce an "absolute" program 
which will operate independently of the monitor. 

Two important features of the FORTRAN Monitor System are PDUMP 
and CHAIN Job. 

PDUMP is a debug aid for dumping selected parts of memory during 
execution. PDUMP records the console status and the specified blocks of 
memory and then returns to the current problem.-- DUMP is similar to 
PDUMP but goes on. to the next job instead of returning to the current 
problem. 

In the CHAIN Job, one program too large to fit into core storage, is 
executed as a sequence of smaller programs. Each smaller program, 
callea a "link", consists of a main program together with all its subprograms 
and constitutes a "machine .,.load". -
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The ·following outline describes the FORTRAN Monitor: 

J. Input 

Input to the system is via tape although the card reader may be used 
.to simulate the card~to~tape operation. 

Relative order of a series of different types of input does not matter 
provided that each separate deck, whether source program, object program, 
etc. , is preceded by appropriate control cards. 

Type of Input 

a. FORTRAN Source Program 

b. FORTRAN Object Program 

c. FAP Symbolic Cards 

d. Data. Cards 

.. e •. FORTRAN Monitor Control Cards 

II. Job 

A job consists of one or more programs. An Execute job, is 
executed. immediately after whatever processing is required. This means 
that the programs of the job are related to each other. A nonexecute job, 
contains programs that need not be dependent. - Each program is processed 
as the control cards for the job specify. The "processing" that is given a 
_program is. one of the following: 

EXECUTE Job 

1. FORTRAN compilation 

- 2. FAP assembly 

3. Relocation of oqject 
program input 

4. For jobs divided into links, 
treatme-nts of chain links. 

Nonexecute Job 

L FORTRAN compilation 

2. FAP assembly 

(object program input is 
simply ignored). 

A job may be considered as falling into one of the following five types: 

Nonexecute Jobs 

1. One or more FORTRAN source programs to be compiled. 

2. One or more FAP symbolic programs to be assembled. 

3. · An intermixture of Job types 1 and 2. This results in multiple 
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compilation and'assembly of FORTRAN and FAP source 
programs with object program output for each source 
program input •. There may be any combination of main 
programs and sub--programs. 

Execute Jobs 

4. A sequence of input programs for immediate execution. . 
The input programs may be of job types 1 and 2 along 
with relocatable, columnar binary object program cards. 
Data cards, to be used during execution, follow the input 
programs• 

5. A sequence of input programs meant for executionwhere 
each input program is a job of type 4. The_ data. cards are 
placed at the end of all the input programs. This is called 
a CHAIN job and each of the jobs of type 4 is a CHAIN 
LINK~ This permits a single object program execution to 
consist of more.than one "machine -load'! 

End of Problem Statements 

·The statements that stop the machine (STOP and PAUSE) should not 
be used.. The last executable source prog-ram statement must be one of 
several which pass control to the monitor for processing of the next job or 
chain link. 

· Monitor Control Cards 

There are thr·ee types of control cards: 

Type 1. Governing the job as a whole. 

Type 2. Governing compilation of individual programs. 

Type 3 •. Pseudo control cards for printing on line and signaling the 
card.to tape simulator. 

System Components 

a. Eight "tapes 11 are used by the 7 09 FORTRAN Monitor System 

Logical Tape Physical Tape Contents 

1 Al System 

2 A2 Input (Source program, object program, etc. ) 

3 A3 Output (BCD data for listingO 

4 A4 FORTRAN Intermediate 

11 B 1 Monit_or Intermediate (used during execution) 
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12 B-2 FORTRAN Intermediate and storage 
during PDUMP' 

13 a:J FORTRAN Intermediate and 
Binary Output 

14 B4 Stacked Binary Output (for card 
punch) 

The remaining two tape units are available to the programmer as logical 
tape units 5 through 10 and 15 through 20 used in relation to channels A or 
Bo For example, logicai tape 18 is physical tape B So In addition to the 
input and output tapes, physical tape units A 4, B2,; and B 3 are available. 
This makes a total of 7 physical tape units available for the programmer 
at execution timeo 

bo On~line equipment 

The on~line card reader, printer and card punch is not available to 
the programmer. 

c. Available Memory 

At execution time, the loading of all decks into core storage starts 
at location (100) 10• with remaining 32,668 worl;is of core storage available. 

do Sense Switches 

The six sense switches are not available to the programmer. 

/~ .. 

"' 

~-

.. 
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North American Load an:d C6. 

This system is based on original specifications fo.r SOS which have 
since :been changed. Since SOS is now available it is felt that this system. 
is outdated. 

Phillip~ Petroleum Monitor~- PHLAG 

This system is based on the North American system and additionally 
is designed for an 8K machine. 

Douglas -Demon 

Evidently not in usage outside Douglas. 
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II. HISTOGRAMS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF TIME USED 
ON THE 7 04 COMPUTER 

The histograms that follow were computed from time cards for the 
704.in Campbell Hall. The data were taken over a period of several months 
in early 1960. For the purpose of separating use of the computer by 
Berkeley, Livermore, and the Campus Computer Center, the statistics 
were computed over different periods of the week. 

The periods of the week are represented by Figs. 1 through 5. 

For each histogram the abscissa is time in minutes and the ordinates 
are the percent of: 

a. Number of shots in each time interval 

b. Integral of number of shots 

c. Total time used per time interval 

d. Integral of total time used 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

MUB-468 

Fig. 1. Total time used during the week (7 -day period}. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

MUB-469 

Fig. 2. Total time used Mondays through Fridays. 

UCRL-9395 
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.. 

(a) 

(b) 

20 
(c) 

MUB-470 

1. 

Fig. 3. Total time used Saturdays through Sundays. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

MUB-471 

Fig. 4. Time used from 8:00 a.m. through 12.00 p.m., Mondays 
through Fridays. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

MUB·47J 

Fig. 5. Time used from 12:00 p.m. through 8:00 a.m., Mondays 
through Fridays. 
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Table II 

Summary of long shots vs. account number 

Shot size Number Account No. 

1 to 2 hrs 58 4310-02 
54 4310-03 
18 4310-15. 
13 4310-11 
10 4601-50 

7 4310-08 
6 7330-02 

4 4310-10 
1 4601-71 
1 4901-03 

2 to 3 hrs 29 4310-02 
19 4310-03 
12 4310-15 

9 4310-11 
1 4310-08 
1 4310-10 

3 to 4 hrs 18 4310-15 
13 4310-03 

8 4310-02 

4 hrs (or more) 14 4310-03 
13 4310-15 

3 4310-02 
1 4601-30 

·-· 
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III. GRAPHS SHOWING A TYPICAL 24-HOUR PERIOD 
ON THE 7 04 COMPUTER 

UCRL-9395 

Fig. 6. Graphs showin.g a typical 24-hour period from 9:00 a.m. to 
9:00 ;;t. m. on the 704 computer .. When the pen is on the left, 
the 704 is in use; when it is on the right the 704 is idle. 
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IV. GRAPHS SHOWING DOWN TIME 

"Down time" here refers to idle time, and does not include scheduled 
and unscheduled maintenance time, or time wasted when the computer is 
waiting for a selected input-outpuhdevit:e to be readied. (See Figs. 7 

. through 9. ) 
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Fig. 7. Down time as a percentage of available machine time. 
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Eig. 8. Down time - day-by-day - as a percentage of 
available machine time. The time includes campus and 
over-all Radiation Laboratory use. The mean is 19. 59'o/o. 
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Fig. 9. Down time - day-by-day - as a percentage of 
available machine time. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 

or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on beha 1 f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






